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REVIEWS

 “Formasobrefondo” 
PROYECTOS MONCLOVA 

The duality of figure and ground is a basic concept: necessary to visual 
perception, and seemingly automatically comprehensible. But what can 
contemporary art still do with the notion? With work by eighteen 
diverse artists, “Formasobrefondo” (Figureonground), curated by 
Willy Kautz, formerly of the Museo Tamayo, presented subtle and 
intelligent responses to such a seemingly simple question, illuminating 
the perceptual and cognitive variables in the entire unseen universe that 
exists behind these three simple words: figure on ground.

The invention of pictorial perspective radically changed the gaze 
itself—the production and comprehension of pictorial space—by allow-
ing the artist to “figure the distance within the two-dimensional.” In 
this sense, Leo Marz’s painting series “Monolito” (Monolith), 2017, 
which opened the show, seemed like an exercise in optical training. 
Further on, the twenty-six collages by José Luis Sánchez Rull, Talk 
to Your Daughter, 2015–17, an unbound artist book presented as a 
polyptych, visually (but not conceptually) complicated the figure-
ground relationship with text and images that appeal to a multicolor 
post-kitsch aesthetic with a poetic flavor: Phrases—confessions, illusions, 
and life tips—offer themselves up in overpopulated compositions, their 
layered meanings seemingly peeling apart to reveal their origins in a 
sense of intimacy.

Gabriel de la Mora, an old hand at transforming found materials of 
all sorts, presented works utilizing layers of stereoscopic glass slides, 
relating the optical and spatial aspects of figure and ground to a type of 
scientific modesty: Cristales de inevidencia (Glass Slides of Nonevidence), 
2014, and CI / 470 I (67, 66, 69, 68, 65, 66, 69) P.o., 2016. The works’ 
poetic spirit was echoed in the manipulated paper mural Dynamic 
diagonal grid, 2017—a simple and meticulous wall-hung work made 
from symmetrical, repeated, origami-like folds of paper—by the always 
impressive Ignacio Uriarte, who also had a video on display. Black and 
white square monochrome, 2006, is a continuous sequence that shows 
a grid filled out and emptied again and again with a pen controlled by 
a hand as persistent as it is conscious of its own inadequacy before such 
an initiative. Sebastián Romo’s Cuaderno de apuntes (Notebook), 
2013, with three semitransparent prisms emerging from a notebook 
open almost to the middle, mediated the three-dimensionality of the 
objects with the two-dimensionality of the page inhabited by words 
and unidentified sketches.

The heartbeat of the show was La significación del silencio (The 
Meaning of Silence), 2016, by Verónica Gerber Bicecci. On two parallel 
rectangular tables, forty graphite-and-Chinese-ink drawings were 

displayed. Affixed to the corner of the first table was a small-format 
book, La significación del silencio (The Meaning of Silence, 1996) by 
Luis Villoro. Gerber Bicecci has translated or reconfigured the entirety 
of the book, page by page, into drawings. Its words disappear, and the 
relationship between figuration and meaning becomes guided exclu-
sively by the text’s punctuation marks, which the artist represents as 
circles of varying sizes and degrees of saturation. Grammar is depicted 
as formal, geometric relationships on a page. Divested of language, 
the works offered an almost musical account of silence among back-
ground forms. 

An impeccable gesture that could easily have passed unnoticed bade 
the visitor farewell. On the upper right-hand side of a flight of stairs, 
the spectral presence of Fred Sandback’s Untitled, 1990, transformed 
air into sculpture, into indescribable spaces devoid of material or full 
of emptiness: figures without ground, or grounds that become figures 
in yellow, red, and blue wool. Observing this last piece with sensorial 
faculties heightened by the exhibition as a whole, the viewer might have 
recalled one of the phrases Villoro used in La significación del silencio: 
“To refer to things through signs that supplant them constitutes the 
essence of language . . . without being obliged to suffer its presence.” 
I exited the gallery certain that this exhibition had allowed me to grasp 
something of the visible in multiple languages.

—Marcela Quiroz
Translated from Spanish by Michele Faguet.

SÃO PAULO

Roberto Winter
MENDES WOOD DM

Roberto Winter’s latest show, “Default,” took as its point of departure 
A role play, 2017, his new film work serialized over five weeks on 
the website aarea.co. In it, the character Joaquim K. claims to have 
assassinated the US president on June 28, 2017. Appropriating news 
footage; content from websites such as XVideos and LiveLeak, video 
games, corporate animations, and social media; and shots of São Paulo 
street scenes filmed from the artist’s studio window, Winter wove 
together a mockumentary on the legitimacy of violence as a form of 
political participation. Evoking Rupert Sanders’s Ghost in the Shell, 
2017, as well as Lutz Dammbeck’s The Net, 2003, Winter’s savvy 
post-internet film sketches the Brazilian assassin’s journey through the 
digital realm. Convinced that his motivations for the crime have been 
manipulated by mass media, the protagonist makes his confession 
hoping to “reframe the entire spectrum of violence.” Such a change 
would “have the power to tip the scales of justice” in his own corruption-
ridden homeland. While Joaquim K. leaves traces of himself across the 
internet so that he might be uncovered, he seems to perceive no boundary 
between the real physical violence he’s allegedly committed and the 
symbolic manifestations of it appropriated to illustrate his account. 

Exiting the video presentation into the gallery courtyard, viewers 
encountered two concrete masks facing each other, separated by a two-
way mirror. This work was Inimigo (Enemy), 2017, a nod to Lina Bo 
Bardi’s glass easels and Dan Graham’s pavilions, and a reference to a 
scene in A role play featuring found footage of mirror self-recognition 
tests administered to a monkey, a cat, a dog, a dolphin, and a baby. A 
formal exploration of play was pursued in the next room with Facebook 
Inc, 2017, seven found concrete masks arranged in an arc, representing 
social media’s dictate that we create ourselves as characters, in acts of 
self-design. The mask faces are looking everywhere except within. 
Greeting the visitor, they also seemed to gaze at selections from the 
“Ghost phone” series, 2017–, consisting of more than two hundred 
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white-painted iPhones with cracked screens—a pinnacle of contem-
porary design seen in its ubiquitous damaged form. These surfaces 
have been further etched with commands such as sell, upload, 
rate, and zoom. 

The rear gallery was laid out with a white nylon net stretched over 
a black-painted exhibition floor: Plano de obstrução vertical (em 
direção a mito de Sísifo Foxconn) (Vertical Obstruction Plane [Toward 
a Foxconn Myth of Sisyphus]), 2013, a reference to the industrial plant 
in Longhua, China, where security nets were installed in 2010 to pre-
vent desperate workers from committing suicide. Tellingly, the block-
buster exhibition “Steve Jobs, o visionário” (Steve Jobs, the Visionary) 
was on view down the road from the gallery, at the Museum of Image 
and Sound—the Foxconn plant is working under contract with Apple. 
On the walls hung five ink-jet prints of 1,000-times-enlarged micro-
scopic photographs of the screens of digital devices, each fragment 
marred by a single dead pixel. Oscillating between the material basis 
for communication technology and the ambiguity of representation, 
the spectrum of the RGB color sphere is further manipulated by a miss-
ing pixel in the artist’s camera, barely visible in the final series. The 
exhibition culminated with Decadência (anti-monumento Ross 
Ulbricht) (Decadence [Anti-monument Ross Ulbricht]), 2017, made 
up of a stack of sixteen chairs, tipped over so as to form an arching 
structure spanning the room. The piece comments on the arrest of 
Silk Road’s founder in a San Francisco public library. His fate—
imprisonment—might also await the fictional protagonist of Winter’s 
film, who, like Ulbricht, is convinced of the righteousness of his con-
troversial and illegal acts. The film is a chilling account of one man’s 
single-minded quest, but the exhibition as a whole elicited a sense of 
anxious doubt and ambivalence in the face of the mediated realities we 
continue to consume. 

—Tobi Maier

Lia Chaia
GALERIA VERMELHO

Although it might sound surprising to say this of an artist not yet forty 
years old, Lia Chaia’s recent exhibition “Pulso” (Pulse) had the virtues 
of a retrospective. In the gallery’s main space she showed several groups 
of recent works, themselves a clear demonstration of the breadth of 
her production. In one of the adjacent building’s rooms, transformed 
into a comfortable auditorium for the occasion, she presented eigh-
teen videos made between 2000 and 2016 (with a total running time 

of more than four hours). These provided the necessary background 
for a full understanding of the themes presented in the new pieces.

At the heart of Chaia’s work is an investigation of the relationships 
between the body and nature on the one hand, and the city and geom-
etry on the other. Her output reveals her interests in ways that are quite 
direct and perceptible, yet at the same time very subtle. And the work 
possesses a formal simplicity that helps clarify the complexity of its 
underlying connections.

The groups of works titled Pôsteres (Posters) and Tiras (Strips), both 
2017, make explicit the link between the references to human anatomy 
and to nature. In Pôsteres, joined sets of cutout elements––in pink and 
red, with curved forms that evoke beans, kidneys, or enlarged cells––
are superimposed onto representative maps of the human body, the 
kind you might see in medical books or on the walls of doctors’ offices. 
These movable components put forward a kind of hypothesis of con-
nection and mobility that can be seen as an alternative to the schema-
tized and codified representations of the body offered by medical 
science. In Tiras, the same type of cutout elements, now printed with 
images of leaves, are hung on the wall, forming “strips” that each evoke 
the form of a tree trunk. The corporeal and arboreal are even more 
explicitly assimilated in the photographic diptych Camuflagem 
(Camouflage), 2017, in which, as the title indicates, the figure blends 
into surrounding vegetation.

In Articulações (Articulations), 2017, the assembled cutouts reappear 
on gray nylon screens (in Brazil they are known as fachadeiras and 
are used to protect buildings under construction) to form rhythmic 
abstract compositions. In counterpoint, geometry makes its most direct 
entrance in Cabeças (Heads), 2017: 
sculptures probing the contradiction 
between geometrical forms (plinths or 
bases) and entanglements of wires/
hair that hang from them. The give-
and-take between straight lines and 
curves replicates that between body 
and geometry. This dialectic is revis-
ited, simply and ludically, in the video 
Para GB (For GB), 2015, dedicated to 
the artist Geraldo de Barros–a pioneer 
of geometric abstraction in Brazil—
in which Chaia composes rectilinear 
forms out of drinking straws.

In the video Comendo paisagens 
(Eating Landscapes), 2005, Chaia 
literally chews up a sequence of land-
scape photographs. Faces, 2016, in 
which we see a spinning head covered 
with successive masks, underlines the 
indecipherability of—and the potential 
multiplicity of meaning in—a human 
face. Bolas (Balls), 2016, records the 
artist walking through the city, her 
body enclosed in a large bubble of 
semitranslucent white balloons. It is 
an eloquent example of her performance practices and indicative of 
the importance she places on her direct physical relationship with 
urban space. Chaia’s work enjoins us to think, at every moment, of 
what our bodies can do and what movements we can demand of 
them––to articulate embodiment in such a way as to be part of (to 
absorb, feel, react, respond to) the natural and man-made landscapes 
through which we pass and that we inhabit every day.

—Alexandre Melo
Translated from Portuguese by Clifford E. Landers.
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